
 

Have you ever witnessed 
a baby learn to walk? You 

may even remember that 
v e r y f i r s t s t e p f o r w a r d , 

preceded by concentration and 
anticipation, and fol lowed by cheers of 
excitement from the witnesses. The baby’s first 
step, woohoo! Then what? A triumphant march 
across the room, out the door, to the playground 
and back for dinner? Maybe if the baby is 
superhuman, but what’s more likely is that after 
that first step or even a few steps, the baby falls 
over. And over the following days, weeks, months, 
the baby continues to attempt to walk, loses 
balance, falls over, and tries again. 

There are three stages of motor learning 

1. Cognitive - In the beginning there is a lot of 
conscious effort (baby’s brows may furrow as 
they attempt to take a single step), there are 
lots of errors (falling) and a lot of literal and 
figurative hand-holding is needed at the stage 
(physical support and encouragement) 

2. Associative - This is the refining process, and 
where we spend the most time learning a new 
skill. A baby doesn’t quite have the hang of 
w a l k i n g j u s t y e t , b u t t h e y h a v e a n 
understanding of the process. They’ll still fall 
over but with less frequency, and they become 
more successful at taking steps without having 
to hold on to something 

3. Autonomous - This stage is exactly what it 
sounds like, the skill being learned is now 
automatic and internalized. At this stage, not 
only can the baby walk, but can now adapt 
by stopping, turning, speeding up and slowing 
down. 

In your lessons you may have had an “a-ha!” 
moment. Something clicked, and you made that 
first successful step forward! But even though you 
made that connection (cognitive stage), you still 
need to practice and refine (associative stage) 
before the skill becomes automatic. After that 
aha moment, it can be frustrating when you go at 
it again and can’t replicate it. Just know that 
that’s part of the process and why we practice!
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Chanel R.   
is the essence of a professional young woman and 

consistently walks into her lessons with this stunning, 
confident optimism. She is a hard worker, and very 

thoughtful about her questions and approach to the piano. 

Chanel's cheerful disposition inspires and encourages me 
to be my best, as consistently as she is. I firmly believe 

that if nobody stopped this intelligent young woman, she 
would be president of EARTH by the age of 35!  

On top of her stellar attitude in class, Chanel demonstrated 
great improvements from her first recital to her second. I 

am so eager to see her future growth as a musician; yet 
Chanel remains humble through all the praise! 

Corinne Spacagna, B.A., Piano Instructor

“

Accepting in-person donations at SAMA until Nov. 30

student  
of the month


